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Description of the best Aero road helmets:
- Aerodynamic design design : Waterdrop design can significantly reduce wind resistance, it is a
professional helmet for cycling competition.

- Aero PC Cover. : The PC cover can help you achieve road racing helmet and helmet Aero cycling
helmets, after removing Aero's cover, the road helmet is a racing helmet, cover Aero PC cover in different
colors can be removable, removable and replaced by your choice.

- EN166 Approved Eye Shield: Four colors for selection, mirror, colored, clear and yellow, can be anti-
fog and anti-scratched.

- Mold technology: High temperature resistance PC (polycarbonate) + EPS foam (imported from
America).

- Bicycle accessories: Adjustable chin strap with quick release buckle; adjusting the patent lock; Cool
comfortable pads;

- Certificate: CE-EN1078 certified to protect impacts.

Specifications Best Aero Aeronaway Helmet:

Model number. AU-T01.
Internal material High density EPS Foam (expanded polystyrene)
External material PC (polycarbonate) Shell + three separately Aero PC rain cover
Technology Overhead
Certificate CE EN1078.
Vents. 13 Airborneys
Color Pantone, customized
Size / Head Circuit S / m (54-58cm) m / l (58-62cm)
Mass 320g.

parts of the helmet Helmet Analergic padding, Dual Fit Adjusts,Tetoron helmet
strap,Standard helmet buckle, Standard strap divider

Moq. 300pcs.
Details of the package PP Bag + Individual color packaging + mastercarton

Detail of images Best Aero Road Helmet:
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Customized accessories:

So far we have produced and export different types of helmets for more than 20 years. You can purchase
The latest design quality helmets here as well as personalize their own proposals because we can provide
strong research and development of research and development support, various strap color buckle and
can provide different heads of adjustment and other colors for visor.





Knowledge of head circumference TIME test wheels for sale:
European Headform:

Oval helmet is designed for the rider's head with dimension that is very fit for Europeans.

General Headform:

General Helmet Head Helmet is designed for a rider's head with a dimension that is a little longer front
than its side-side measurement.

Asian Headform:

Round shaped helmet is designed for rider's head with dimension that is convicted Suitable for Asia.

Our Testing Laboratory:



In order to produce quality helmets, we will learn not only from design theory, but also achieve progress
from test result! Therefore our factory equipped with a professional test lab that ensures that every design
is practical and accessible! Our trial standard is stricter than related certificate requirements, so we can
promise the model we provide can definitely pass the appropriate third party test!

Certificate:
Below is our certificate: We have ISO9001, letters patents, CE documents and we have our own laboratory
to make sure that our product can meet testing requirements



Our factory profile:
Aurora Sports is a HELDET manufacturer, with more than 15 years of experience in making all types of
helmets. In-House Design and Research and Development of Teams with Introduced Experience Enables
Sports Auror to quickly answer challenging requirements and create from scratching whole programs and
collections with strict quality standards.



The helmet production procedure is as follows:
Silk Screen →. PC Blister Tooling. →. Production of PC blister →. Trimming the hill →. EPS raw material by
different density →. Tooling eps in-forms →. Helmet In-Forem Workshop →. Molds for forms →. Tools in mold
→. Mold production process →. Semi-finished helmet →. IQC Inspection →. Grinding helmet →. Production of
internal padding →. Plastic injection equipment →. Assembly line →.within the label →. pack →. stock →.
Installed counters.



Delivery of Express:
International Express, air freight and marine transport are well arranged here! You can choose every
possible shipment you want, we will do the best to help you! We have already built a long-term
relationship with different shipping companies and a service agent, all our efforts to provide you with the
best transport experience! Choose us, it will be easy to keep the helmets safe all the time!




